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Peter Allen's Intra-w:ban m:XIel is a vecy aroeaJ.ing cq;plicaticn of 
bifurcation theory for sinnllating the evolution of an w:ban spatial struc
ture. It is actually a spatial (\ynarnic m:XIel, and it brings together many 
well-known enpirical regularities and well-established theoretic proposals, 
as logistic growth, eoonani.c base theory, distance-decay functions, w:ban 
erology and actor's behaviour in an w:ban oantext. Until new, this ItDdel 
has only been tested in fictitious w:ban situations and did prove its abi
lity to sinnllate various w:ban evolutions, especially of the north-anerican 
type. However, ·it needs to be tested in real-...orld situations. Main ques
tions are : Until which extent the sane set of equations is able to sinnlla
te various observed w:ban evolution ; and how many changes in pararreters' 
values are necessary to rep:roduce observed .evolution in different towns. So 
we tried to apply the m:xEl to a sample of french metropolitan areas. 

lhe INTRA URBAN m:xEl was drawn up by researdlers of the "Brussel' s 

school" in systems (\ynarnic [l] [2]. It is one of the first m:xEls of biful:

cation-type designed to describe the dynamics of spatial systans. 'Blat kin:i 

. of I!Ddel use equations which were first established to sinnllate auto-orga

nization phenaoona in open J;hysical systems situated far fran equilibrium. 

lhese I!Ddels allow '00 kinds of changes in the systan : px:ogressive evolu

tion along deteiininistic trajectories defined by non-linear equations ; and 

sudden bifurcations, or change in trajectories, which may be p:roduced by 

randcm fluctuations. These bifurcations alter the structure of the system. 

Such a oanception of change is rather attractive for social sciences [3] · 

and seems to open new ways to the study of w:ban (\ynarnics. 

Inded, two series of I!Ddels already designed and presented by P. Allen 
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have proved their ability to reproduce theoretical and plausible long-ran;:Je 

or medium-range evolutions of fictitious spatial systems : on the one hand 

by simulating the developnent of a central places netwo:r:k [ 4] ; and on tl:e 

other hand by generating various internal ronfigurations of econanic acti

vities and residences in a large metropolitan area [2]. 

Before recording particular problems encountered and preliminary re

sults in our tentative applications, we shall first recall the main specifi

cities and mathematical structure of the INTRA URBAN m:xlel. 

I - A DYNAMIC M::lDEL FOR INTRA-URBAN SPATIAL STRUCl'URES 

O:!e characteristic of INTRA-URBAN m:xlel, of particular interest for 

geographers, is that it is basically a dynamic and spatial m:xlel,which is a 

great advantage cx::rrq;>aring for exanple to FDRRES'IER's w:ban dynamics rrr:xEl. 

In ALLEN's m:xlel, w:ban space is calSidered as an open system, made up of 

about twenty parts (w:ban districts or cxmnunes) • Each t:c:Mn-part is cx:tnpe

ting with each other for attracting jobs and residents. Each t:c:Mn-part is 

characterized by : 

- a number of jabs in different ecc::nanic activities (industry, eJq?Orting 

tertiary, short-range and medium-range tertiary .activities) ; 

- a number· of resident population having different oa::upational status 

(blue collars and white collars) ; 

- a location respective to other t:c:Mn-parts and accessibility indices to 

transportation and infonnaticn networks. 

Starting fran a given initial ronfiguration, the nodel calculates 

variations in the number of jobs and residents of each kind in each t:c:Mn

part, according to spatial and non-spatial interactions between them. 
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Contrary to its apparent over-simplification of w:ban structure, the 

m:xlel recaptures the high complexity of w:ban dynamics by defining these 

interactions. 'lhey are designed as mathematical relationships between va

riables or paraneters standing for etl!?frical regularities, theoretical hy

pothesis or conceptual entities often encountered in the litterature about 

spatial dynamics, but not having yet been put all together in a single no

del. INTRA URBAN m:xlel thus incorporates : 

- a logistic type nodel of growth for jd:>s ai:rl population of each kind in 

every t:c:Mn-part ; 

- the principles of ecancanic base theo:cy, dividing jd:>s beboleen 6lq?Orting 

activities (the growth of which depends upon an extema1 demand) and rx.n

eJq?Orting activities (the growth of which depends upon local demand, by 

means of induction rates) ; 

- a distance-decreasing-interaction nodel, of the expooential. type with 

intervening opportunities, for people world.ng in a t:c:Mn-part and choosing 

a residence location ; 

- sane principles of location theo:cy for eCICI1allic activities, including an 

"internal cooperativity" paraneter standing for extemalities and simila

rities in locational preferencies of each activity sector, and a "sensi

tivity to c:r:a.Uing" paraneter figuring \B1eqUal needs in floorspace aa::or

ding to the nature of econanic activity, cx:tnpetition for space, and satu

ration effects ; 

- 'lhe m:xlel also incorporates hypothesis about actor behaviour in an w:ban 

context, for exanple grooping and segregative tendencies inside and bet

ween social groups i infonnation theo:cy is req1.1ested to introduce sane 

delay in reaction of entrepreneurs or indi viduus to a potential demand 
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and to define a pararreter quoting for unequal info:rmatian diffusion alxlut 

quality of places anong w:ban actors. 

II - DESCRlPTICN OF THE EQUATICNS 

Each equation describes the variation, per unit of tine, of the num-

ber of jobs or residents in a town-part j • Eadl equation takes the follo-

wing form: 

2.ll =ayj (K-yj) 
dt 

where y j figures the number of jobs or residents already located in :zx:re j , 

a (settled for E or 1J) is a speed of reaction to offer or to demand, and 

K is a potential demand whidl deteJ:mines the magnitude of the variation. 

(See tables 1 and 2 for the significance of pararreters) • '!his variation is 

then first a function of preexisting quantities of jobs or residents in 

oonsidered town-part, which are grtMing according to a logistic curve. 

1 - For activities depending upc:n an external demand (equation (1) , indus

t:J:y and el!pOrting tertiaJ:y) , thiS variation is also a 'function : 

- of external demand D : 

- of relative attractivity of each zooe j for this kind of activity : it is 

a ratio between intrinsec attractivity of zooe j and the sum of all at

tractivities of zooes j. '!he attractivity of a zone j is pzoportional tD: 

- the volune of jobs of the sane kind already present in that zone : 

- the internal CXJOperativity of the activity being considered ( p para-

reter) : 

- the sensitivity to crowding ( T l 

and inversely proportional to : 

- prcxluction cost 11. 
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Table 1 : Equations of INTRA-URBAN nodels. 

s~) 
d 

E Tl l' t•]C/ 
T + z -x.. + ~ 5:, 

i' J II.' u 

S ~ = number of en'ployments of activity E in zane j 
J 

E = 1 = indust:J:y 

E = 2 = el!pOrting tertiaJ:y 

2 - Short-range and J:'ledium-range tertiaJ:y functions 

( 
"" l' A;t' 

ds~ e ... s~ zi. .-r.·, " "" 
___J = J .i' '-'( u ¢~$" .. ,co. ~A·+·' 

d t /'" + ~~ ~ J ~ 

With A 
.. I [ H ~ e t, s J' T... ] eo"' 
J J = l.' t' 

tJ.u + "-"' f· ·' T"' + :Z. 'l<· .,. :Z 5 i 
.r 'f' ~a f.' J t' 4 

s ~ = number of en'ployments of function u in zane j 
J 

u = 3 = slx>rt-range function (local tertiaJ:y) 

u = 4 = J:'ledium-range function (regional tertiaJ:y) 

3 - Resident population H' e' R .. , l 
k ~~[z.l~t S· ~)-'Xj] 

dxj="\~J J'll, J ~R.\ .. ~' 
~ &"-.f--' 

'th R''l-["~(.f+cJ.'Y-,N e- JJ ] 
Wl. JJ- ~! t' 

v.. :Z 'X-' + z. s. 
\) + -11. d .9.' c) 

x ~ = number of residents of category k in zane j 
J 

k = 1 = blue collars 

k = 2 =white collars 

j j 1 = distance between j and j 1 

for the significance of pararreters, see table 2. 
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Table 2 Significance of paraneters 

Symbol Significance 

a (17,2) For each zone, accessibility index to 
transportation and infonnation network 

b (2) Distance-decay paraneter for each resident 
population category 

(3(2,2) 

Ci (2) 

Co (4) 

E (4) 

1J (2) 

¢ (4) 

f-l (4) 

v (2) 

p (4) 

u (2) 

T (4) 

Z(2,4) 

D (2) 

Induction rate of short range and nediurn 
range tertiary function by residents. of 
each category 

Elasticity of demand for the cost of each 
service 

Infonnation available to the actors 

Speed of reaction of entrepreneurs to the 
demand 

Speed of adjustnent of resident population 
to employment offer 

Transportation cost for each activity 

Production cost for each activity 

Sensitivity to crowding for residents 

Internal cooperativity for each activity 
sector 

Grouping tendency for a category of 
residents 

Sensitivity to crowding for each activity 

Share of each category of residents working 
in each activity sector 

External demand 

Values in 
first simulation 

.1 to 1 

.5 .3 

.5 .3 • 5 .3 

2. 2. 

10 - 10- 10- 10 

.001 .001 .01 .01 

.005 .005 

.02 .0001 .025 .005 

1 1 1 1 

1000 500 

.01 .01 .0011 .0011 

.2 .2 

1000- 3000 - 1CXO- 2000 

l. .3 • 7 .5 .5 .5 .5 

500 350 
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- transportation cost¢ weighted by accessibility index of zone j to 

transportation network a j ; 

- saturation of space in ta-m-part being oonsidered, as neasw:ed by total 

number of jobs and residents in that zone. 

Each attractivity is exponentiated by the mean of a CO paran:eter 

which figures the level of unanimity in territorial preferences am::ng ur-

ban actors • 

2 -For short-range and nediurn-range tertiary activities (equation (2), 

local and regional services) , employment variation is a :Eunctioo of inter

nal demand emanating fran each zone. 

Internal demand for a type of services (function u ) in a zme j' is 

proportional to the total nurnber of resident pq>Ulatim, weighted by the 

mean level of demand per inhabitant for this kind of activity (inducti<n 

rate {j), and inversely proportional to the cost of this service. Cost is 

affected with an exponent Ci which figures degree of elasticity of services 

demand a=rding to their cost. Cost incorporates productiOQ cost ft and 

transportation cost ¢, weighted by the distance 8jj' between place of ~ 

duction j and plaoe j' where oonsurners are living. 'lhis potential demand fi:Jr 

services fran zme j 1 to zone j is weighted by relative attractivity of zo

ne j for zone j 1 (it is the ratio between attractivity of j for j' and sum 

of attractivities for j 1 fran all ta-m-parts) • 

Attractivity of a zone j for a zone j 1 is proportional to : 

- the volume of pree,xisting jobs of type u in j 

- the internal cooperativity of function u (p ) 

- the intensity of the cr=ding supported by the function u 
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- production cost p ; 
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- transportation cost ¢ -ighted by the distanCE! 8jj' be~ zone j and 

zone j' ; 

- ~g in zone j as measured by total number of ~loynents and resi

dents already located at j . 

Each attractivity is exponentiated by the rrean of a Co pararreter 

standing for degree of unifOI:Illi.ty in territorial preferences arrong the 

actors. 

3 -For the boo cat.egories of residents (equation (3), blue collars and 

white collars), variation in a zcne j is functicn of the nllltler of resi

dents of each category enployed by the four ec:onanic activities in every 

other tam-part j', -ighted by residential attractivity Rjj' of zcne j 

for people world.ng in zcnes j' • Residential attractivity is a ratio between 

intrinsic attractivity of zcne j upon labor force ~g in j ' and the 

sum of residential attractivity of all town-parts. 

Residential attractivity of a zone j for a category of people wo:ddn:J 

in a zone j ' is proportional to : 

- m.:ari:ler of residents of this category already present in j 

-affinity~ neni>ers of a population of the sane type a) 

-intensity of~ supported by this category of residents v. 

Residential attractivity decreases : 

- proportionally with spatial ~g as neasu:red by total number of ern

ploynent and residents in j ; 
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- exponentially with distance be~ residential place j and working place 

j' , according to a gradient b which neasures sensitivity of each catego

ry to distant ccmnuting. 

'Ihe program realizes integration of each variable by an iterative 

procedure. It is possible to choose the t:i.ne-lag for calculation and dura

tion of the simulation. Finally, the program allows for introducticn, at 

various stages of the simulaticn, of randan fluctuaticns in the variable 

. values. 

III - 1\PPLICATICN 

For the first test of the nodel, - choosed the urban agglrneration 

of Rouen. It offered sufficient similarities with the fictitious metrqx:>li

tan area used by P. Allen for theoretical simulations : a large urban area 

C400.(l(X) inhabitants), divided be~ 17 ccmm.mes, the cx:mmme of Rouen 

being in a central positicn and be:in;J m::>re than ten times larger by resi

dents and enploynents number than other ccmm.mes of the aggl.ateration. Hea

vy industry is mainly located, as in the theoretical case, alcng a river, 

the Seine. 

1- ~e data 

For each of the 17 ccmm.mes, - collected a::JI1?Cirable data for 1954, 

1962, 1968 and 1975 (dates of censuses). labor force is regist:red at work

place and had to be divided be~ four types of ec:onanic activity. Exis

ting narenclature allows only direct calculation for number of people em

ployed in industry. 'lb distinguish three levels (local, regional and expor

ting) arrong tertiary activities, - applied the minimum requirement tech

ni~. 'Ihe boo categories of resident populaticn also stamed fran census 
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data (socio-professional narenclature), by grouping all wo:d<:ers as "blue 

collars" and all others as "white collars". 

Relative location of the 17 CXlii1lllmes are figured by geographic coor

dinates of their centre of gravity. lheir accessibility index for c:x:mnuni

cation lines needed by industry was quantified by separating o:tll'l'B.lileS si- · 

tuated along tre Seine river ( a (j,l) = .5) and others ( a (j,l = 1.). 

As for infonnation network, only tre camnme of a:ruen was given a InOJ:e fa

vorable situation ( a (j,2) = .1) than the others ( a (j,2) = 1.). 

2 - First simulation : american-type evolution 

In order to specify h0111 the Rouen' s evolution differed fran sana ane

rican-like theoretical cases studied by Allen et al. [2], \..e made a simula

tion using the sama set of paraneters (values in table 2) • Results are 

plotted on figure 1 for the camnme of a:ruen (Center) , ali other camnmes 

being aggregated (PeriPlecy) 1 with dashed lines representing OOserved evo

lUtions, for each of the six variables. 'Jhese graphics show the following 

tendencies : 

- a vecy rapid decline of industrial enploynent in the agglareraticn center 

and a stagnation in periphery (in fact, .industry stagnated between 1954 

and 1975 in a:ruen and gXO\'led. sl0111ly at the periPlecy, a little InOJ:e in 

a few camnmes situated along tre river) ; 

- a slight m:we of concentration of exporting tertiary in the center (an 

the contrary, Rouen lost enploynents mainly to the benefit of two or 

three ccmnunes situated on the right bank) ; 

- a vecy large grOIIIth of the nt.mi:ler of local tertiary enploynents, which 

are developing quicker in the periphecy than in the center (this is al

most the observed evolution) ; 
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- after a quick departure' fran the center, regional tertiary enployment 

concentrates again on that camrune, while stagnating at the periphery 

(the observed evolution carries on the first tendency) ; 

- blue collars are concentrating heavily in the center of the agglareraticn 

(the observed evolution is alnost the opposite) ; 

-white collars leave canpletely the center and disperse in the whole peri

phery, m:>re and m:>re farthest (actually, the nuni:ler of white oollars was 

g:tCMing faster in the periphery but not leaving the centre of the agglo-

meration) • 

'Ibis first trial sh::Ms stJ:ong diffeJ:encies between sitmllated and ob

served evolution. In order to fit results to OOseJ:ved data, we had to dlan

ge the values of the paraneters. It was dcne according to three pr.in::iples: 

- sare of the paraneters oould be estimated,directly fran the data being 

oonsidered : inductioo rates . f3 (nunber of local and regional tertiary 

employment per inhabitant) , external demand D (total nuni:ler of empl.cl}'r!ent 

of this activity sector at the end of the period) , g:rcMing rates € am 

TJ for every employment and resident category. 

- ·other paraneters oould be induced fran other data : the p:roparticn of 

blue oollars and white collars worldng in each of the four eooncmic ac

tivities was detennined by CIJ:Plying estimations established for french 

w:ban population ; sensitivity to crowding T am v were estimated fran 

data about space needed by econanic activities on the cne hand and mean 

density by housing-type in lbuen agglaneration on the other hand • 

- the remaining ~ters had to be estimated, folladng the relationS'Ii.j;s 

between their value and their effects on w:ban configuration, as esta-

blished by Allen et al. (2]. 
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3 - calibration 

We started calibration .in a vecy empirical way, changing one value of 

parameter after amther and canparing results obtained by simulation with 

cbserved values for each of the six variables in every camrune at 1975. 

ntese "empirical" simulations did not yet lead to a good adjust:nent. 

We learned however llD.lch through them about sensitivity of the m:x'lel to dif

ferent values. of parameters. nte main issues are the following : 

- different sets of values for parameters can generate the same type of spa

tial structure, for exanple an alm:>st canplete decentralization of indus

try reported upon one = Jrore peri~al a::mnunes, or a highly cancentra-

ted distribUtion of industry = exporting tertiary. 'lbese kinds of bi:fllr

cations are' am:m.g the Jrost frequently enoountered issues of the m:x'lel. 

ntey are Jrostly detennined by respective values of the p parameters (ta

ble 3). 

- Resulting evolution cbviously depends on choosen t:ine-lag for simulation. 

A long period of t:ine furtheri; awari tion of :inp:>rtant bifUrcations, whe

reas a shorter period allows a better simulation of SIIDOI:h increase or 

decrease as observed in the Rouen camrune f= industry and exporting ter

tiary. Sensitivity of the m:x'lel to parameters values also changes then : 

for exanple, variation in the p parameters is less detenninant upon spa

tial repartition when tine period is short. nte Jrodel is then Jrore sensi

tive to c and T] parameters. 

- fran one simulation to another, evolution of spatial repartitions or va-

riation of total quantities of employnents and residents are not always 

directed to the outc:are that one would have intuitively expected, by trus-

ting in general significance given to parameters. ntese counter-intuitive 
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Table 3 : Values of parameters and resulting canfiguraticn f= exporting 

activities. 

!values for fixed parameters : 

b .5 .3 !21 .1 .005 .25 .05 

/3 .24 .24 .32 .32 ,., 1. 1. 1. 1. 

Ci 2. 2. v 1000. 800. 

Co 10 10 8 8 u .2 .2 

E .14 .12 .16 • 10 T 2000. 3000 • 1000. 2000. 

T] .13 .15 z .75 .25 .1 .9 .3 .7 .3 .7 

D 503 204 p (3)' = p (4) = .0015 

Values for: Resulting canfiguraticn f= : 

p (1) p (2) industry exporting tertiary 

.02 .02 ccnoentrated in the centre ccnoentrated 

.015 .015 concentrated dispersed 

.014 .014 dispersed (located = 3 cancentrated 
peri~al zcnes) 

.01 .01 dispersed (located en 1 cx:ncentrated 
peripheral zone) 
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results explain themselves on the whole by non-linearities of the system, 

butl!Eike rather difficult a progressive "manual" calibration, because of 

the number of iterative operations that they ~ly in choosing values for 

paraneters by trial and error. 

'!hat is why, after m::>re than a hundred of these tentative s:i:mulat:lans, 

we decided to use an autanatic technique for calibration. 

'lb fit the m::>del's paraneter to observed data, we used a non-linear 

least square method. '!he actual c:arputation was perfomed with the help of 

a library subroutine (called MINUIT) designed by nuclear physicists. It is 

a flexible minimization program incorporating three different minimization 

procedures which are used successively and in c:atbination. It may in prin

ciple handle as many as forty paraneters. It appears however preferable for 

an efficient C:cnvergence to subdivide the paraneter set into smaller sub

sets (of four or five paraneters each) to be treated successively. 

'1lle adjustments that we Obtained until ncM are net good enough to be 

ocnsidered as a "best fit" and to allow calculation of residuals. But we 

have a serie of interesting results with various oonfigurations according 

to different values of paraneters. In a nud:ler of cases, we Obtained a good 

estimation of the total number of enploynents and residents for the whole 

agglaneratiori but a bad repartition between CCIIlllllileS of the center and of 

the periphery ; in sane other cases we Obtained an alm::lst perfect adjuste

rnent for the center but all variables for the other CCI!IIlliies were underes

timated. As the rrodel is very sensitive to paraneter values, the minimiza

tion program can give very different results, depending upon the initial 

set of values chcosen and of the variations which are al~ to them. It 
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is therefore necessary to examine in detail each result and to !lDdify the 

initial configuration of paraneters values according to their significance 

and effect on variables evolution. As these effects are not always the sa

me, depending upon the total· configuration being considered, the adjustment 

procedure can take rather a long t:ine. However, it seems to be consistent 

f=n one urban case to another, as preliminary results with data for urban 

agglanerations of Nantes and Bordeaux already showned. 

For each of those agglcmarations, main points of disagreement beb;een 

predicted and actual urban evolution concern rates of variation of enploy

rnent in exporting activities and their spatial repartition. 'lWo further di

rections for experiment can then be suggested : 

-by replacing final potential demand D by a progressive allocaticn of new

ly offered enploynents, less brutal variations could be generated ; 

-by !lDdifying accessibility indices of camnmes, final OOserved repartition 

could be better estimated and explanation for these differencies resear

ched afterwards. 

"VE think very plausible to ilti>rove the global quality of adjustment 

between Observed and calculated evolution by clxJosing fixsta better set of 

paraneters am using the calibration procedure. '!hat is why we do not pro

pose for the m::uent a final judgrrent about the assuted too high CCII!plexity 

of the m::>del ( as in Wilscn[S]), or about its ability to reproduce Observed 

evolutions. One prOblem will nevertheless arise 1rlhen we will find - if we 

do so - a "satisfying" fit : is the corresponding set of paraneters actual

ly the better one ? and is it unique ? AnsWers to these questions are, of 

course, critical if we want to use the INTRA URB1\N rrodel as a tool for ccm-
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paring evolutions of various urban agglrnerations - as ~ hoped by starting 

this study. It is possible that 110re insights in theoretical issues of the · 

rrodel are necesscu:y before trying applications - but en the reverse, only 

applications can reveal practical utility of the rrodel. What is 110re urgent

ly needed is a serious i.rnprovenent in the general mathodology required for 

applications of such cxrnplex dynamic rrodels to real~rld situations. 
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